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OVERVIEW: THE CONVERGENCE OF “DISCRETE” DISCIPLINES
Biogeography and macroecology were, until recently, treated as separate disciplines with discrete
aims and identities (e.g., Blackburn andGaston, 2002;Wiens andDonoghue, 2004). This was largely
based on the fact that biogeography is considered as the science of documenting and understanding
spatial patterns of biodiversity, which tends to have an historical focus, while macroecology, in
studying relationships between/among organisms and their environment, is generally considered
to address contemporary questions (McIntosh, 1986; Blackburn and Gaston, 2002; Lomolino et al.,
2010). But there has been a growing awareness that the two disciplines can, and do, converge,
particularly at intermediate spatial and temporal scales (e.g., Ricklefs, 2007; Cavender-Bares et al.,
2009; Jenkins and Ricklefs, 2011; Ricklefs and Jenkins, 2011).
With this convergence, it has become apparent that multidisciplinary studies can be
instrumental in providing a deeper understanding of pertinent evolutionary questions (Saslis-
Lagoudakis and Greve, 2011; Villalobos and Paknia, 2011). For example, past changes in
environmental conditions (e.g., climate, plate tectonics), and the phylogenetic history of organisms,
are two traditional components of biogeographic study, but these both also feed into explanations
for current biotic patterns of distribution and abundance, i.e., macroecology (Jablonski, 2008;
Wiens et al., 2010). Some authors have gone so far as to argue that important contemporary topics in
macroecology can only be understood when historical and evolutionary (biogeographic) effects are
considered (Ricklefs, 2004; Wiens and Donoghue, 2004). This commentary will discuss integration
of macroecology and biogeography from the perspective of using intraspecific processes to inform
interspecific patterns. In particular, I will argue that population genetics/genomics data can provide
the glue to bond the two fields together to better inform macro-evolutionary research.
SPECIES OR POPULATIONS; TOP-DOWN OR BOTTOM-UP?
Macroecology and biogeography are, at heart, species-focused. Each uses analysis of species to
explain patterns relating to distributions, diversity gradients (Adler et al., 2005; Hawkins et al.,
2007), range size distributions (McPherson et al., 2004; Svenning and Skov, 2004; Beck et al., 2006;
Morin and Chuine, 2006), and phylogenetic relationships (Winter et al., 2009; Cadotte et al., 2010;
Capellini et al., 2010; Wiens et al., 2010). This essentially relates to the use of a top-down approach,
whereby insights into complex systems are gained by breaking them down into their various sub-
components (Friedman, 1974; Salmon, 1984). Bottom-up science, on the other hand, involves
merging the sub-components together to build a complex, system-level understanding (Friedman,
1974; Salmon, 1984). The two approaches are often considered to be mutually exclusive, and yet,
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like the historical and ahistorical divisions of biogeography
and macroecology, they essentially exist along a continuum of
interpretation.
In this age of massive data gathering, particularly with respect
to next-generation sequencing (NGS) of genetic data, there
lies an opportunity for exploiting bottom-up approaches to
address top-down questions, and thereby doing away entirely
with unhelpful divisions among scientific disciplines. Indeed, the
incorporation of molecular phylogenetic data into biogeographic
approaches has informed knowledge about species distribution
patterns and dispersal routes (Roncal et al., 2011; Saslis-
Lagoudakis and Greve, 2011; Hernández et al., 2013), and
important biogeographic insights have been gained by combining
population genetic and landscape (i.e., phylogeographic) data
with ecological niche modeling (e.g., Alvarado-Serrano and
Knowles, 2013). Moreover, recent work has pushed for the
unification of ecology and macroevolution (e.g., Rominger et al.,
2015; Rosindell et al., 2015), and for the derivation of ecological
inferences from population and/or community-level diversity
(e.g., Pauls et al., 2014; Vellend et al., 2014). However, these
approaches generally represent the use of species-level (i.e.,
phylogenetic) data in biogeography, and of population- or
species-level data into macroecology. Thus far, little attention has
focused on incorporating intraspecific (population-level) data
into studies that include both historical (i.e., biogeography) and
contemporary (i.e., macroecology) components (but see below).
Such an approach would drive an understanding of evolutionary
processes acting over both contemporary and historical scales
across taxa into a systems-level understanding of patterns
observed in complex systems (Figure 1).
POPULATION GENOMIC DATA ARE
RELEVANT TO SYSTEMS-LEVEL INSIGHTS
Although biogeography and macroecology generally focus on
understanding patterns at the meta-scale, incorporation of
population-level data is necessary if these patterns are to inform
us about how species have responded to environments in the
past and enable us to predict how they will respond in the
future (Passy, 2008; Hendriks et al., 2009). Recent modeling
work has begun to take individual-based approaches toward
testing large-scale patterns (e.g., Zurell et al., 2009; Buchmann
et al., 2011; Fordham et al., 2014; Rosindell et al., 2015), even
including processes such as adaptive potential into models of
species distribution (Catullo et al., 2015). Others have argued
for the incorporation of macroecological mechanisms, such as
dispersal limitation, in biogeographic predictions (Gotelli et al.,
2009). On the other hand, traditionally intraspecific landscape
genomic studies are beginning to take comparative, multi-species
approaches in recognition of the fact that general landscape
effects on local adaptation and gene flow cannot be obtained
from single-species studies (Thomassen et al., 2011; Manel and
Holderegger, 2013). In the following paragraphs, I present three
case studies that exemplify the ways in which population-level
data can be used to facilitate understanding of macroecological
and biogeographic patterns.
Hjalmarsson et al. (2015) used a comparative population
genetic and phylogeographic approach to address a
biogeographic and macroecological hypothesis that lentic
(still water) species have higher dispersal rates that lotic
(running water) species, as a result of the more ephemeral
nature of the lentic habitat. These authors compared
population genetic structure of 59 species of aquatic beetles
from Madagascar, finding that lentic species have lower
genetic structure (i.e., disperse more). The suggestion
that lotic species are poorer dispersers has important
implications for conservation of freshwater fauna as
ephemeral habitats become increasingly isolated in the face
of climate change (Hjalmarsson et al., 2015). By bringing a
population focus to a macroecological question, this work
demonstrates the usefulness of comparative intra-specific
data in addressing macroevolutionary and biogeographical
hypotheses.
Dexter et al. (2012) took a population genetics approach to
look at alternative explanations for a community-level pattern
of species compositions in the Amazon rainforest. Specifically,
these authors identified clear genetic breaks within species of
trees in the Inga genus that suggested population divergence
had occurred tens to hundreds of thousands of years ago.
Such a time scale effectively replaced a hypothesis of species
sorting along an environmental gradient with one in which
highly diverged species had come back into secondary contact
(Dexter et al., 2012). By simultaneously studying biogeographic
species patterns and population genetic data, these authors
gained novel insights into the processes structuring patterns
of spatial diversity. Other studies combining genetic with
biogeographic and/or macroecological data have made similar
advances in inferring the processes underlying spatial diversity
(e.g., Bonada et al., 2009; Thiel-Egenter et al., 2011; Eldon et al.,
2013).
Finally, Branco et al. (2015) studied coastal and mountain
populations of the Californian fungus, Suillus brevipes, using
NGS to reveal unprecedented cryptic speciation and recent
divergence of the isolated populations. Just 0.01% of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were fixed between the
two populations; despite this low divergence, phenotypic
variation had begun to characterize the two populations, with
a gene potentially involved in enhanced salt tolerance in
acidic conditions fixed in the coastal, but not the mountain,
populations (Branco et al., 2015). This suggests that a
selection-based hypothesis might explain the biogeography and
macroecology of the two fungal populations, thus demonstrating
how comparative population genomic approaches can yield
insight into larger scale diversification and ecological processes.
Correlating genomic data with ecological variables is a powerful
approach toward detecting the genes underlying adaptation
across populations and subspecies (e.g., Cox et al., 2011; Hancock
et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2012; Bergland et al., 2014). By
identifying the genetic drivers of speciation and increasing
understanding of which ecological factors are relevant for
adaptation, population genomics can inform about what will
become the biogeographic and macroecological patterns of the
future.
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FIGURE 1 | Population genomic data are relevant to systems-level insights. Historically, biogeography and macroecology have been divided on the basis that
the former tries to understand spatial patterns of biodiversity, which tends to have an historical focus, while the latter, in studying relationships between organisms and
their environment, is generally considered to address contemporary questions. This graphic promotes the idea of incorporating population genomic processes (e.g.,
selection acting on phenotypic variation to promote adaptive potential), with community genetics and co-evolutionary mosaics (i.e., interactions among populations
and their communities, and biotic interactions among populations across regions) into biogeographic and macroecological research. This integrated viewpoint would
allow bottom-up approaches to inform top-down questions, by feeding an understanding of processes within populations into an explanation for patterns observed at
the system-level.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
In a very general sense, it seems obvious that interactions at the
level of phenotype and environment within and between species
(i.e., microevolution), are prevalent drivers of distribution and
abundance gradients that should be considered in biogeography
and macroecology (Figure 1). But, how might a bottom-up
approach (i.e., microevolution) explicitly inform these two fields
in practice? In addition to the examples above, where population
genetics or genomics data, have been applied to top-down
questions, there are two other schools of thought that could
contribute to such an endeavor: (i) community genetics; and (ii)
co-evolutionary mosaics. Community genetics is a growing field
that seeks to bridge community ecology and evolutionary biology
by investigating how genetic diversity within populations of a
single species may affect overall community composition (and
it’s flip side: how communities may shape the genetic diversity
of their constituent species; Whitham et al., 2006). Concepts
from community genetics have already been applied toward
understanding the effects of genetic diversity on ecosystem
function (Whitham et al., 2003; Schweitzer et al., 2004). Co-
evolutionary mosaics refer to a different level of interaction.
Rather than the interplay between population diversity and
community function, the focus is toward the biotic interactions
between species. In particular, the long-term dynamics of co-
evolution underlie the co-evolutionary mosaics framework, with
the idea that these interactions occur over a broad geographic
range rather than just locally within populations (Thompson,
2005). In other words, the biotic interactions between species,
and not just the species themselves, are considered as the
raw material for the overall direction of co-evolution, and
genes favored in local interactions can spread out into other
populations to create regional patterns (Thompson, 2005).
These ideas form a good foundation for further incorporation
of microevolutionary ideas into macroevolutionary research, and
each rely on the generation of population genetic or genomic data
to achieve an understanding of population variance. Marrying
diversity data with population data pertinent to phenotypic trait
variance and adaptive potential will also allow researchers to
start building holistic population datasets that can be combined
to create an ecosystem perspective. Generating this data will
require coordinated efforts to apply NGS and other methods
across a wide spectrum, encompassing bottom-up and top-
down scales. Indeed, NGS databases for a number of organisms
are accruing, such that comparing genetic data of multiple
species to test hypotheses about the processes that govern large-
scale community and ecosystem patterns is becoming feasible
(Johnson and Boerlijst, 2002; Hohenlohe et al., 2010; Kelly and
Palumbi, 2010).
FINAL REMARKS
Ahighly significant output of biogeographic andmacroecological
research is the understanding of relationships between organisms
and their environments as drivers of spatial diversity. In today’s
world, the relevance of this information to conservation
approaches cannot be over-stated. Yet, the mechanisms
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underlying meta-patterns represent an assemblage of processes
operating across the landscape at a finer scale; in general,
population patterns ultimately form species patterns (Figure 1).
In order to truly understand the limits of species distributions,
we must understand the development of life history traits and
evolutionary potential among taxa, as well as the interactions
within and among species, as it is these that define the
optimal limits in which organisms reside, both now and in
the future. Population genomic data can provide key insights
into phenotypic trait variation and adaptive potential that may
promote future species responses to environmental change,
as well as tell us how groups of related taxa have responded
across historical and contemporary scales to reach their current
distribution extents. Concepts from community genetics and
co-evolutionary mosaics can also provide us with a framework to
associate genetic diversity within populations to greater regional
landscape patterns. Crucial to exploring all of these possibilities,
and hence for ultimately predicting future biogeography and
macroecology, is knowledge of population genetic parameters
across multiple populations and species. By incorporating a
more holistic view that includes the use of bottom-up genomic
approaches to get at the finer-scale processes that underlie
broad-scale patterns, scientists can better bridge the gap toward
a comprehensive understanding of macro-evolutionary research.
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